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Abstract— In a wireless sensor network existence of
disconnected node is a common issue. Sensor devices, deployed
under adverse environmental conditions, often lose their normal
communication capability due to shrinkage of the
communication radius. Numerous research works have
corroborated this with hardware test results. In this paper we
consider both temporary and persistence disconnections of
sensor devices from the network. We present a probabilistic
model that describes the probability of disconnection in terms of
node density and communication radius. We also present
simulation experiments that clearly differ networks with
disconnected nodes from normally connected nodes. Our
simulation experiments also report a 50% degradation the
throughput and 28% extra energy depreciation with the
occurrence of disconnected nodes in the network. The analysis
and simulation experiments led us to enlist some open research
issues in the concluding section.
Keywords—Wireless sensor network, disconnection, network
simulator-3,

I.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) serve numerous
applications needs for our day today life [1]. To serve
different applications, such as field monitoring,
Environmental data collection, Forest fire detection etc. sensor
devices are often deployed under environmental adverseness.
Harsh environmental condition reduces the normal
communication range of a sensor device [2]. Due to this
reduction the sensor node becomes disconnected from the
network. However, this disconnection has no fixed time
interval and other interesting properties as well.
Several research works have proven the shrinkage of
communication radius under poor environmental conditions
with hardware test results. For example, authors in [3] has
shown a 60% shrinkage in communication boundary with
increasing temperature from 25oC to 65oC. Their experiments
were carried out on Telos Class motes reported 8 dB RSSI
loss at 65 °C. Not only conventional Communication
protocols like IEEE 802.11 or IEEE 802.15.4 zigbee suffer
environmental adverseness, latest communication long
distance Communication protocols like LoRAWAN, Sigfox
etc. also exhibit disconnection and shrinkage of
communication range under adverse environmental condition
[4]. For example, Authors in created a setup with 915 MHz
LoRa using Raspberry Pi and Dragino LoRa shield hardware
platform [5]. Their outcome presented that the effect of
humidity and temperature on the sensor device is far more
detrimental than rainfall and snow. Additionally, they
established a statistical co-relation between the humidity and
IJERTV10IS070031

temperature of inside and outside of an experimental device.
In another similar approach authors tested the propagation of
433 MHz LoRAWAN under rubber tree forest area. The
results of this study also reported a significant degradation in
RSSI with increasing forest density and other environmental
issues[6].
Since shrinkage of the communication range is a common
phenomenon for both conventional and modern
communication protocols. Disconnections of the devices from
the network also becomes inevitable issue. Moreover,
primitive network management techniques like rate adaption
and others do not provide solution to these kinds of problems
[7]. With the intention to study the properties and effects of
such disconnection, we organize the remaining parts of the
paper as follows. SEC -III discusses about some common
properties of disconnected nodes. Here, we present a
probabilistic model that analyzes the probability of
disconnection. SEC-IV presents simulation results which
explains the effects of disconnected nodes in the network. In
accordance, we enlist some open research issues in the
concluding SEC-V.
II. PROPERTIES OF DISCONNECTION
As a sensor device experiences external environmental
hazards its communication radius shrinks and it becomes
disconnected from the network. However, this disconnection
has several interesting properties to discuss.
A. Probability of Disconnection
The disconnection of a node from the network depends on
the shrinkage of the communication radius. We can show that
the probability of disconnection depends on the average
density of deployment [8].
Theorem 1: The probability of disconnection of a node
from the network depends on the deployment density.
Proof: Let us consider a network on K nodes deployed in
A area with node density (K/A). Now if the communication
radius of a node shrinks to R unit distance, there will exist λ
nodes in the πR2 region. Now λ can be formulated as shown in
equation no 1. With the help of [9]

Therefore, the probability P{X=0}, that there will be no
nodes in the π R2 region will be
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• Additionally, sensor devices can automatically re establish their connectivity with the appearance of
favorable weather condition. Therefore, the ratio
between T_D and T_A is stochastic nature. In the
simulation, we randomize this co relation and observe
the variation of throughput in figure-1.

Putting the values of λ and x we get,

(1)
Equation: 1, establishes the correlation between Node
Density and Shrinkage of communication radius. If we
consider that at a particular time instance communication
radius (R) remains constant P{X=0} becomes directly
proportional to Node density (K/A). This proves the statement
of the theorem.
B. Duration of Disconnction
• As the disconnection depends on environmental
adverseness, The time duration of such this connection
is purely random in nature [10].
If a node remains disconnected and connected for T_D
and T_A unit time durations. and the outcome of the
node is traced for Δt time units, Then the link
throughout (Th) becomes

(2)
Here Pt is the average packet disbursement rate (in unit
time) with packet size Ω.
Corollary: Link throughput is directly proportional to
Connected time interval.
Proof: We use Equation 2 to prove our notion

Figure 1 : Changes in throughput with time

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To analyze the effects of disconnected node and
disconnection interval we simulated a several network
scenarios with the following simulation parameters.
A. Simulation Parameters
We use network simulator-3 (ns-3) to simulate
disconnected network conditions [11]. Although ns-3 is a
discrete event simulator, yet continuous submission of task
keeps the clock active throughout the simulation period.
Thus, we track the time and schedule the activity of different
nodes on different times.

Where,
is the observation interval
that can be considered as constant.
Similarly,

and
can also be considered to be constants
that remains unchanged during simulations as well.
Therefore,

Figure 2: Throughput with changing number of disconnected nodes.

Or,
Which institutively, expresses that Link throughput is
directly proportional to the connected time interval.
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Figure 3 : Change in throughput with different routing protocols.

IV. CONCLUSION
With the analysis and simulation results we have
corroborated the existence of disconnected nodes. We feel the
discussion is essential since it is an inevitable issue, mostly in
networks with outdoor deployment. Several techniques have
been proposed to alleviate the effects of this problem.
However, there are several issues which can be considered
future work.
• Co-existence of disconnected and connected node
creates disconnected topological segments which needs
to be connected with minimum latency paths.
Therefore, an improved routing protocol which
accounts disconnected nodes separately can be an
interesting future work.
• Almost all recovery mechanisms focus on distributed
recovery or self-detection principle. However, they
overlook security concerns like node hijack or
malicious node insertion etc [15] [16]. Therefore, a
recovery mechanism with security concerns will
improve both performance and robustness of the
network.
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